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Heartwarming and Heart-Opening Stories Gathered from Decades of Medical PracticeBernie

Siegel first wrote about miracles when he was a practicing surgeon and founded Exceptional

Cancer Patients, a groundbreaking synthesis of group, individual, dream, and art therapy that

provided patients with a “carefrontation.” Compiled during his more than thirty years of practice,

speaking, and teaching, the stories in these pages are riveting, warm, and belief expanding.

Their subjects include a girl whose baby brother helped her overcome anorexia, a woman

whose cancer helped her heal by teaching her to stand up for herself, and a family that was

saved from a burning house by bats. Without diminishing the reality of pain and hardship, the

stories show real people turning crisis into blessing by responding to adversity in ways that

empower and heal. They demonstrate what we are capable of and show us that we can

achieve miracles as we confront life’s difficulties.



Praise for The Art of Healing by Dr. Bernie S. Siegel“A beautiful guidebook of truth and wisdom

written by a genuine healer-sage. Bernie Siegel has given us a masterpiece.”— Caroline Myss,

author of Anatomy of the Spirit and Sacred Contracts“When we combine the art of healing with

the science of curing, modern medicine becomes whole. Thanks, Bernie, for showing the

way.”— Larry Dossey, MD, author of One MindPraise for 365 Prescriptions for the Soul by Dr.

Bernie S. Siegel“Bernie Siegel dispenses spiritual medicine that’s good for you, and feels good

too! I highly recommend these daily doses of eternal wisdom.”— Marianne Williamson, author

of Everyday Grace“Bernie is one of the world’s most respected doctors. I would pay close

attention to any prescription he offers. I read from this each day.”— Wayne Dyer, author of

Getting in the Gap“Dr. Siegel’s soul medicine is dispensed in perfect doses to uplift, inspire,

enlighten, and heal you. As always, Bernie’s wisdom and love gave me goose bumps, or

should I say god-bumps. Buy a carton of this medicine-in-a-book and administer it to everyone

you love.”— Joan Borysenko, PhD, author of Inner Peace for Busy PeoplePraise for 101

Exercises for the Soul by Dr. Bernie S. Siegel“Another loving, wise, practical, and life-changing

book from Dr. Bernie. This step-by-step fitness guide is for the part of you that has wings.”—

Rachel Naomi Remen, MD, author of Kitchen Table Wisdom“I have always admired Dr. Bernie

Siegel as one of the most remarkable minds of our time. He combines an analytical scientific

mind with a deep knowingness of spirituality. His 101 Exercises for the Soul will help you

understand and learn from that part of you which is the ultimate and supreme genius and

mirrors the wisdom of the universe.”— Deepak Chopra, author of The Book of Secrets“A

beautiful, heartfelt book by a legendary physician to help you nurture mind, body, and soul.”—

Judith Orloff, MD, author of Second Sight and Positive Energy“I knew Bernie Siegel’s latest

book, 101 Exercises for the Soul, was magical when I opened it at random and ‘happened’ to

turn to the chapter titled ‘Furry Friends.’ Our beautiful sixteen-year-old cat had died just the day

before, and here was an entire chapter of Bernie’s warm, accessible writing ready to provide

solace and spiritual connection with Max, whom we loved so much.”— Sue Patton Thoele,

author of Growing Hope and The Courage to Be Yourself“Bernie Siegel is a rare jewel of a

teacher and healer. He is wise, loving, humorous, clear, mature, grounded, and ultimately

practical. He knows how to reach people where they are touched. 101 Exercises for the Soul

will bring you insight, inspiration, release, and practical tools to be well, happy, and creative.

Go, Bernie!”— Alan Cohen, author of I Had It All the TimeA BOOKofmiraclesOther Books by
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SiegelAbout Andrea HurstForewordBernie Siegel began his writing career twenty-five years

ago, and from the outset he didn’t shy away from miracles. The title of his first book — Love,

Medicine & Miracles (1986) — flaunted his disagreement with mainstream medicine. An MD

who advised more love as a path to healing would have been in enough trouble. Opening the

possibility of miracles was grounds for dismissal. In this new book, Bernie reaffirms his original

beliefs, and with a lifetime’s wisdom and experience, he trusts in miracles more than ever.His

certainty implies that he has followed a path and the path bore fruit. These pages offer

evidence that miracles are based on an “intelligent, loving, conscious” source. These qualities

were not invented by the human mind: they are universal; they are innate in the construction of

creation. The minute you make such an assertion, you court science’s disapproval, but Bernie

was trained in scientific medicine, and he understands that disapproval is usually a screen.

Behind the mask, science cannot tell us how consciousness arose, why life evolved from inert

atoms and molecules, or even how we perceive a vibrant world when the interior of the brain is

utterly without light, sound, touch, taste, or smell. How can it be that an atom of oxygen,

floating randomly in the atmosphere, gets inhaled and, the instant it crosses the blood-brain

barrier, becomes part of an intelligent system? It cannot be that oxygen atoms are already

thinking, feeling, and doing all the other things that the brain does. So what is the process that

differentiates a lump of sugar in a sugar bowl, an object not well known for thinking, and the

sugar (glucose) that is the brain’s sole food? Science cannot give a viable answer, and so,

despite dismissal and disapproval, one must look elsewhere.Bernie has looked to an expanded

science, as we might call it, where spirituality meets the real world, the world of human



suffering and human triumph. The hundred billion neurons in the human brain embody that

mysterious meeting point. Miracles occur where the invisible possibilities of life unfold as

realities. We already know that the brain is where meaning and purpose are born. For

centuries, it was assumed that higher meaning and higher purpose are born somewhere else

— in the mind of God, perhaps, or through the extraordinary powers given to saints and

prophets. Bernie understood from the start that this division between the natural and the

supernatural was artificial. As a time-honored spiritual adage puts it, “Nothing is a miracle

unless everything is a miracle.” A speck of human DNA left out at noon on a hot summer day

will wither and blow away in an hour, yet DNA has survived for billions of years, sustaining the

most complex structure in creation without visible means of support. How did it evolve and

thrive? Because life finds a way, guided by the universe’s conscious, intelligent, creative

impulse.Miracles occur when you align yourself with that impulse. In the words of this book, “To

me miracles are about our potential and what has been built into us.” Yet there is only so much

that the body can do on its own. Physical development unfolds automatically; it’s a gift from the

evolutionary past. Every time you resist catching a cold or fend off an allergen, your immune

system relies upon its memory of the past. As a small gland in the middle of the chest, the

thymus stores information about every disease that human beings have confronted over

millions of years. So the antibodies produced by a two-year-old are an expression of humanity

as a whole. The same is true of the thoughts you have today, the words you speak, the actions

you take. They are yours and yet not yours. Through you, human life is looking for its next step

in the long journey of self-discovery.This book is a call to take an evolutionary leap not through

some kind of automatic unfoldment but by using conscious choice. Love, intelligence, and

creativity are seeds waiting to be touched and awakened. The more you touch them, the more

they flourish. Bernie looks upon this evolutionary leap as a miracle, but it is also a survival

mechanism in his eyes. Who can disagree? Looking out on a world ravaged by the absence of

love, on machines of destruction employed in war, on medicine that takes care of people’s

bodies but cares little about people themselves, one yearns for a new insight that will create a

shift away from a lack of love to an abundance of love. We don’t have the luxury of calling this

“soft” thinking; the fate of the human race depends on making connections where long-held

divisions exist.Because of his warmhearted style and his outreach to every kind of person who

needs healing, one might overlook the deep roots of Bernie’s worldview. First, there is the

principle of nonduality, which holds that matter and energy, mind and matter, only appear to be

different. Hiding behind the mask of materialism is one reality that embraces everything. Non-

duality goes back five thousand years, to the origins of spirituality in ancient India. Second,

there is the principle that we live in a conscious universe. This takes expression in, among

many other places, Genesis, where God doesn’t stand apart from his creation but fully enters

into it. Third, there is the principle of evolution, which says that despite the appearance of a

random universe governed by chance, creation gets increasingly more complex and life more

advanced. Although Darwin is given the credit for proposing physical evolution (he didn’t

believe in any spiritual domain), the world’s rich tradition of enlightenment expresses the

principle of evolution through the soul.Taking these three principles together, Bernie arrives at

the conclusion reached by sages and seers in every age: consciousness comes first. It creates,

governs, and controls all events in the material world, most especially in the human body. This

is a sweeping conclusion, one that Bernie has held on to fervently and that he presents for

others to witness in the stories that fill his new book. There will always be skeptics who resist

this line of thought; in their worldview, materialism is the beginning and end of the story. But

being open-minded about miracles has become more common, a surprising, often silent revolt



against the theory that life is random and without purpose. In the worldview that this book

expresses, anything is possible, and what makes the difference between a dream and reality is

ourselves. Human beings live in a reality that seems complete but is only a fraction of what lies

at our source. Unknown outcomes are simply those we haven’t permitted ourselves to envision

yet. Our awareness stands at the gate, permitting one outcome to emerge into the real world

while denying entry to other ones.Why do we restrict our reality in this way? Fear, disbelief, the

heavy hand of materialism, ignorance of the wider possibilities — and then more fear.

Ultimately, William Blake was right to say that we are shackled by “mind-forged manacles.” It’s

slow going when an entrenched worldview decides to shift, and it happens only one person at

a time. Bernie Siegel, having liberated his own awareness, devotes himself to freeing other

people from their limitations. His efforts are gracious, intelligent, giving, and farsighted, as

every reader of this book will soon discover.— Deepak Chopra,author of The Seven Spiritual

Laws of SuccessIntroductionWhy, who makes much of miracles?As to me I know of nothing

else but miracles,To me every hour of the light and dark is a miracle,Every cubic inch of space

is a miracle,Every square yard of the surface of the earth is spread with the same,Every foot of

the interior swarms with the same.— Walt WhitmanMany years ago, I would have defined

miracles as something for which there was no explanation. That was my concept of miracles.

So when patients would recover unexpectedly from disease, I would rationalize what

mechanisms were present within the body that could explain their recovery.Today, I realize that

everything is a miracle. When you ask quantum physicists and astronomers to explain creation,

they do not have all the answers. Life is a miracle, and it is derived from the intelligent, loving,

conscious energy that created it. You can call it God or anything you want to, but the nature of

life shows us it is intelligent and loving, or we wouldn’t be able to survive a cut finger or an

infection. Most of us do not stop to think about life on earth being a miracle.To me, miracles are

about our potential and what has been built into us to help us to survive. A botanist I read

about called miracles “spontaneous reversals” because he saw how plants altered their genes

to survive climate changes and diseases. Just think about the fact that a plant doesn’t bleed to

death every fall when the leaves drop off…it heals and survives.Doctors call unexpected

recoveries and cures “spontaneous remissions,” but that wording makes you think it is luck and

that the person had nothing to do with it. That is not true. All living things have the potential to

create miracles. Studies and scans show that cancers come and go sometimes with no

treatment. We need to study the personalities and learn the stories of the people whom we

consider to have had a miraculous or self-induced healing.I know people who have left their

troubles to God, or who refused treatment to go home and make the world beautiful before

they died. They did what made them happy — from getting a dog to building a wildlife habitat

— and their letters to me later end with, “I didn’t die, and now I’m so busy I’m killing myself.

Help! Where do I go from here?” I do not limit miracles to only physical events like recovery

from disease, because they occur in every aspect of life. Since consciousness is not limited to

the body, or by time and space, it can have effects at a distance, too, and I will discuss some of

these things when I present specific examples.Someday I hope we will spend as much money

exploring inner space and the wonders of the human body as we are currently spending

exploring outer space. The secret lies within us, and yet we are afraid to go within because of

our nature. It is time to stop fearing what lies within us and to achieve our true potential.A true

miracle is often defined as an event that defies the laws of nature. My mother referred to

miracles as “God’s redirections” from which something good would come. A television show

you never knew existed alerts you to a medical condition you wouldn’t have checked out

otherwise; a kind stranger helps you change your tire before a flood; while you are sleeping a



dog barks when he smells a fire. There is so much more to these occurrences than

chance.These events are more than coincidences. These are miracles.In fact, even so-called

“bad breaks” can be classified as miracles because so often they lead us in better directions.

Years ago, arthritis threatened to end my career as a surgeon before it had even begun. The

military turned me down for active duty, so I returned to Connecticut to attempt to practice

surgery with a former associate. Almost immediately, the symptoms of my arthritis subsided,

and I went on to practice medicine and become who I am today.Rather than wishing for

miracles to change the physical nature of life, my desire is for those miracles that change our

experience of it. When we decide to make a difference in the world and create peace, love, and

happiness for all living things…that will indeed be a miracle.We are all living a miraculous story.

When we are enlightened by it, we elevate ourselves and demonstrate loving, intelligent,

conscious energy. To do so we must act, seek wisdom, and have devotion. Those are the

qualities demonstrated by those who exceed expectations.I read a wonderful article by Stacey

Chiew, who wrote, “I believe each one of us holds the key that unlocks the door for miracles.

Before you can do that, you need to know the password: Love. Miracles are the response to

love expressed in us and to others. It is the extra ordinary healing power of our body, the

amazing protective energy force that helps keep us safe, and the joy when prayers are

answered.”I agree with Stacey that life is a miracle. We cannot, and probably never will, be able

to explain creation and how intelligent, loving, conscious energy could create matter.In this

book I share some of my favorite stories, the gems garnered from my medical practice, the

thousands of emails I receive, and my personal life experiences. During my many years

working with patients, I feel I have become an expert on the prevalence and reality of miracles.

My hope is that sharing these heartfelt experiences with you will ignite the spirit of hope and

gratitude in your life. We all need to be aware of our potential and not see our attempt to

achieve a miracle as a possible source of failure. Not everyone wins the lottery or goes to

Lourdes and has miraculous healing, but some do. So why not learn from those who do and

give it a try. I know you will enjoy and benefit from the attempt so don’t fear taking responsibility

and participating in the attempt.A Book of Miracles is divided into fifteen sections, each

consisting of stories of miracles, pertinent quotes, anecdotes, and my reflections. Every aspect

of miracles is explored, from miracles of daily life to amazing stories of healing. I encourage

you to look for and help create miracles every day. My hope is that this book will uplift,

strengthen, and guide you on the miraculous journey called life.CHAPTER ONEBirth and

RenewalBirth is the sudden opening of a window, through which you look out upon a

stupendous prospect. For what has happened? A miracle. You have exchanged nothing for the

possibility of everything.— William MacNeile DixonThe nature of life is a miracle. It is the

intelligent, loving, conscious energy that is behind creation and understands that true creation

begins when we have variety and not one type of living thing. Creation begins when we add

another one.Every child is a miracle. The sperm and egg meet, and from one cell a human

being is created. The intelligence is present in every cell. It knows what it is and where it

belongs. If a cell is misplaced in the embryo by changing its location, it will migrate back to the

place and organ it belongs in and to. Every seed is filled with wisdom and knowledge. The

seed of a plant can detect gravity so it knows which way to grow to find the sunlight, and it can

even break through the pavement to make that happen.Our minds also play a part in the

miracle. Infertile women increase their chances of conceiving a baby when they join support

groups and deal with their emotional issues and when they begin to visualize what they desire

happening rather than being depressed and stressed over their desire to conceive. Fear and

the stress response exist for our protection from threats to our life, but they suppress the body’s



ability to grow and heal when we continue to fear what we imagine or fantasize.One of my

support group members called me when she was in premature labor and feared aborting her

fetus. When I went to the hospital to visit her, I could feel the room filled with fear and panic. I

asked everyone to leave, and then I played calming music and guided her through imagery to

relax her uterus and stop the contractions. Everything returned to normal in a short time, and

she went on to deliver at full term and named her son after me. They were Irish, so his name is

Brady, not Bernie. But that was close enough for me.Babies Are MiraculousBY TANYA F.

CHERNOVWhen my best friend, Rachel, called me one summer afternoon five years ago, I

was terrified that she would be calling me from the hospital. Rachel had been suffering from

debilitating bouts of ulcerative colitis for several years and had, in recent months, been barely

able to function. Instead, when I answered the phone, she told me that she was unexpectedly

pregnant. Knowing she needed all the support she could get, I screamed my elation into the

phone, professing my love and excitement.When we hung up, I let my fears come to the

surface. Rachel had been so sick for so long, and I wondered how her poor body could

possibly carry a baby. Rachel had been losing weight, losing blood volume, and suffering many

terrible side effects from the medications that were keeping her alive. I was scared for her, and

I was also scared for the baby because of all the harsh medications Rachel had been taking.

Would she be able to carry to term? Would the baby be healthy? There was nothing I could do

except be loving and supportive, no matter how strong my doubts and fears became.The

months passed, and instead of growing weaker, Rachel became healthy again. Each time I

saw her, she looked more beautiful and healthy. She was strong and energetic, with color in her

cheeks for the first time in years. As the first trimester passed into the second, Rachel felt

incredible — she was free from all her colitis symptoms, as if the awful disease had never been

a part of her life. She no longer needed any medications beyond prenatal vitamins. As if the

baby growing inside her were made of healing qualities, Rachel’s body responded accordingly,

somehow returning to a miraculous level of health. Watching her belly grow and witnessing her

body’s recovery, I learned to trust that life will find a way — that the body is capable of sudden

and miraculous changes when necessary. We joked that if this was how her colitis responded

to pregnancy, then she’d want to be pregnant all the time, and her partner would be a very

busy man!In March, Rachel gave birth to a perfectly healthy, perfectly beautiful baby girl,

named Linnea Spring. The joy of Linnea’s birth was cut short only two weeks later when

Rachel’s colitis returned, exponentially more destructive than ever. With a newborn baby to

take care of, Rachel’s body quickly declined, her emotional state tumbling along with her

physical condition. Rachel was admitted to the hospital with less than half the blood volume

considered safe for a postpartum woman and having gained almost thirty pounds of edema.

When I arrived at the hospital, I barely recognized Rachel. It seemed as if the moment her

body knew that it had succeeded in creating new life, it began to recede into the darkness. I

stayed with Rachel for the next two weeks as she was subjected to ineffective medications,

treatments, and procedures. Because hospitals are not always such friendly places for

newborn babies, and because Linnea, still only weeks old, was being shuttled between family

members wanting to help, Rachel did not get to see her brand-new daughter very often. She

was getting worse, and we feared that this would be the end for her.Finally, when it seemed

that the only thing that could save Rachel’s life would be a radical operation to remove her

entire colon, we had an idea. Rachel was moved to the maternity ward, where she was

reunited with her baby. The instant Rachel held her baby in her arms again, I saw that flash of

color return to her cheeks. The three of us — Rachel, Linnea, and I — stayed in that hospital

room for several days, each morning bringing a tinge of hope to Rachel’s situation. With an



experimental medication seemingly bringing her colitis into remission, my best friend’s life

returned to her.Though her doctors will say the medication brought Rachel back from the brink

of death, I know otherwise. Linnea saved Rachel’s body during pregnancy, and she did it again

when Rachel was so close to dying in the hospital. Rachel needed her baby to heal — not just

once, but twice. Babies are miraculous even in the best of situations, but the power of the bond

between mother and child is strong enough to defy death. I have been blessed to bear witness

to this miracle for the last five years, as Linnea has grown into a precocious little girl, with a

strong, healthy, and vibrant mother.Anchored in the Arms of GodBY CHRISTIE

GORSLINENanook, our sailboat, ghosted into the bay wrapped in a thick blanket of humidity.

Rick dropped the anchor and I furled the sails. The stillness was broken only by baritone

reverberations that sounded like whales singing. We were sitting in the cockpit when rain

peppered the sea, each drop piercing the surface like the needle of a sewing machine at full

speed.I raised my arms to the heavens in a gesture of celebration, gyrating in a rendition of a

tribal dance. We offered our thanks for the sudden downpour. We’d been sailing the west coast

of Mexico for three years, and nature’s surprises still filled us with awe.The torrent stopped

within an hour. Reclining on the bow with a damp sail bag for a pillow, I watched the clouds

play charades. A breeze rearranged them. A pirate? A banana. Light globes. Italy. So many

shapes. A furious splashing off our stern interrupted my dream weaving.A whale, her glistening

back shining like a boulder in the bright sunshine, thrashed with an intensity that was alarming.

Handing the binoculars to Rick, I said, “What do you think is wrong?”He watched for a few

minutes and said, “It looks like she’s trying to shake something from her tail.”I sat in the corner

of the cockpit, arms wrapped around my knees, squinting over the railing. Rick stood next to

me. We watched in despair at the picture unfolding in front of us. It looked as though trash must

be the culprit, and we felt somehow responsible.As the minutes crept by, our attention turned to

the whale’s timing. She took breaks from her spasms at regular intervals. Two minutes of

furious splashing were followed by thirty seconds of quiet. And it repeated. Again. And again.

Even with the aid of high-powered binoculars, we couldn’t identify the reason.It went on for

nearly an hour before the commotion stopped. It was Rick who figured out what we might be

witnessing. “Holy mother of…,” Rick said, handing me the binoculars.“What is it?” I said, raising

the binoculars to my eyes.“Es un milagro,” Rick answered, his eyes glistening with unshed

tears. A miracle. We watched the baby whale exit its mother’s birth canal into the Pacific

Ocean. First the tail. Then the head. Within minutes, mom and calf slipped away and the water

was still. With tears running down our cheeks, we sat in reverent silence.Another gift from

God.Dolphin LightBY PAULA TIMPSONI just knew I had to go to Bermuda. It was a deep

calling. Something special would happen. I could feel it deep down inside. Swimming with the

dolphins had always been a childhood dream. One day, when Spirit gave me the wisdom how

to do this, I followed it with my whole heart and soul.We went in mid-June. The weather was

ideal, as were our spirits! I was excited as a little girl when the morning to take my dolphin

swim came. I felt free and openhearted as ever! My husband proudly watched as I swam and

played with my dolphin friend. I felt true joy in the moment, which seemed to last forever, yet it

was timeless and forever a part of us. As the dolphin laughed and fluttered his body in the

shiny water, I, too, was filled with so much light and hope.We had been playing with the idea of

having a child. After my dolphin swim, I felt open and ready. Right after I finished swimming, it

rained, and I felt that the water pouring down upon us was a baptism. I let go and let God work

with me — within me.The dolphin led me to have the courage to be a mother and trust that

whatever God wanted was truly best. We tried later in the summer, and I got pregnant easily.

My son is pure love. Jamesey is our miracle! He makes us better people, stronger and more



aware of life as it is. I believe the shining light near Jamesey’s heart was carried over by my

dolphin friend.Sometimes, only pure Spirit knows what we need to be happy, and when we find

the answer quietly within, we must follow. Only then do we become who we are really meant to

be. It was a true gift to have this opportunity! Thanks be to God.I Corinthians 13:4: Love is

always supportive, loyal, hopeful, and trusting. Love never fails….The Man of My DreamsBY

CATE PERRYIn 1988, I was your typical fifteen-year-old girl. My priorities had gone from

childish games to clothes and boys and…well, a new variety of childish games, I suppose. Life

as a high school freshman was about attaining popularity at almost any cost. My personal

attempts included wearing ultra-tight jeans, spraying my bangs up into a virtual wall of hair, and

shunning anything that had to do with actually learning. All of this seems like a healthy dose of

teenage narcissism, I’m sure, except for the fact that I was willing to starve myself for the

attention of a certain boy.As it turned out, the “Power That Is” had a different boy in mind for

me, and although everything about him was the last thing I’d ever expected, he had more of an

impact on my life than I’d ever thought possible.Take, for example, that this boy was not born

yet — androgynous to us at the time, simply referred to as “the baby.” Even at that microscopic

size, the baby added a new perspective to my life and gave me something to look forward to

that was completely separate from my own ego. As he grew through the months, I got to feel

him kick within my mother’s womb. And, eventually, his due date came and went — and

receded through the weeks, three to be exact.I was shrinking from sight as well, using both

anorexia and bulimia to achieve my ultimate goal of reaching 115 pounds. For a five-foot-

seven, fifteen-year-old girl, this wasn’t exactly realistic — nor was the idea that this kind of self-

punishment could somehow result in true love.At any rate, my brother’s birthday was supposed

to be June 4. However, it wasn’t until June 27 that the doctors induced labor for the third time.

My mother was bleeding internally, the baby was in an agitated state, and they would need to

perform an emergency C-section, stat. I left my extended family in the waiting room to go

outside and have it out with God.That’s right; I told him I didn’t believe in him anymore.Even

when I finally held my brother in my arms for the first time, I reminded God I didn’t believe in

him.And as I helped bathe my baby brother and feed him and found myself in love with

someone who would never use me or hurt me, I reminded God I didn’t believe in him.Needless

to say, one day it occurred to my adolescent mind that if I didn’t believe in God, then who the

heck was I praying to?And didn’t my mom make it out of surgery just fine?Wasn’t my brother

perfect?Didn’t God go on to allow my brother to teach me what was truly important in life, down

to this very day? That the amount I weighed would have nothing to do with attaining God’s

grace?Yes, I was granted a miracle in my brother, and I know just who to thank for it.Miracle

MemoMy wife is a miracle, too. She was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis about fifty years

ago, and it is a problem in some ways today, but what people predicted would happen never

did. One of the reasons was her four pregnancies and five children born during the seven years

following her diagnosis. Today we use some of the same hormones that increase during

pregnancy to treat MS; they quiet the body’s immune system so it does not attack the fetus,

and then the mother benefits further as her autoimmune disease is treated by them, too. It is

similar to what cortisone does to reduce inflammation. So it is a built-in miracle available to us

all.What Tanya Chernov shares about Rachel’s experience is a miracle; indeed, we are created

as miracles and our potential is miraculous. If bacteria and viruses can alter their genes to

resist antibiotics and vaccines, and plants can do it to resist diseases and climate changes,

then we can, too.I am sure that Linnea’s presence in the hospital also changed Rachel’s

chemistry, and her body responded to the peace and love her baby brought her. I have seen

this many times in the ICU when pets are brought in to say good-bye and the patient’s



condition improves and they survive or when a mother was allowed to hold her dying

premature infant and it started suckling and survived.As Tanya says, doubts and fears do not

help, but they are often what we sense in family, while love and support help us to heal.

Children and animals do that naturally. The visits of loved ones help us to heal and feel less

pain.Dolphins are intuitive and can sense what is going on in our lives and bodies. Often I hear

of the profound impressions they make upon people who get close to them in the water. I had a

patient of mine, Marilyn, go to Florida to die among friends who were therapists and who

worked with dolphins. When Marilyn entered the water she said the dolphins knew where her

cancer was and were so gentle in how they approached and treated her, and it touched her

deeply. Marilyn lived for many more years because of the dolphins. Eventually, when she was

ready to die and complaining about the process, I told her, “I’ve never had a dolphin complain

about it.” She died quietly that night.Dolphins sense human needs and help people recover. I

have even heard of dolphins helping people with paralyzing injuries by moving their affected

limbs. I would say they sensed Paula Timpson’s resistance to having a child and

communicated a new feeling to her. I think this was group therapy for Paula. She found the

courage she needed to move toward her joy and personal miracle. If you want wonderful things

to happen in your life, do what Paula did: jump in and immerse yourself in the nature of

life.Water is itself a miracle; it plays a role in every religion. It can change from vapor to liquid to

solid depending on the circumstances and is a role model for us all. We have the potential to

change, too, and overcome our droughts or floods. It also shows miracles are built into the

system — water being the only liquid that when frozen becomes less dense, lighter, and able

to float, thus preserving life on this planet. All those wonderful creatures of the water, including

the whales Christie Gorsline mentions, would die if the lakes and oceans froze from the bottom

up. Instead they are protected by ice every winter.In itself, it was a miracle for Christie and Rick

to have spent three years cruising the coast of Mexico.Cate Perry talks about control, but there

is only one thing we can control: our thoughts. On the other hand, in an unhealthy way, we can

try to control things, such as our eating habits and weight, in order to feel empowered. When

things are eating away at us, we can become addicted to food, drugs, and alcohol as a way of

numbing the pain and making us feel good in an unhealthy way, which really cannot compete

with what love brings us.Sometimes what seems like a loss of faith can become a blessing.

The experiences that made Cate not believe in God also led her to the gift she did receive and

her gratitude to God. We all need to be willing to look for the blessing in the problem, to take

the darkness or charcoal of life and, under pressure, turn it into a diamond.Let your legacy live

through all of your creations.CHAPTER TWOAnimal InspirationUntil one has loved an animal,

a part of one’s soul remains unawakened.— Anatole FranceAnimals are wonderful role models

for all of us. As a child whose dog was about to be euthanized said, “Animals have shorter

lives, because they don’t need all the time we do to learn about love and forgiveness.”A while

back, we rescued a dog and named him Furphy. After a few days, he attacked our rabbit

Smudge, and we were all very upset. Two weeks later I went out in the yard to bring Smudge

into the house. She didn’t want to come in, so she ran and hid behind Furphy. I was very

impressed by her ability to forgive.Another thing animals do is accept themselves and us as we

are. They do not look and see what is wrong or missing from their bodies or ours. They see

completeness and our essence. A veterinarian I know once told me how the animals she

operated on helped her to get through her mastectomy: “They wake up and lick their owners’

faces. They know they are here to love and be loved and teach us a few things.”We need to

learn from animals and all of life and create a world filled with love, forgiveness, and

compassion. When I watch videos of mother pigs nursing tiger cubs and of an elephant petting



a dog’s stomach with his massive limb, I am impressed by the true nature of life displayed by

God’s complete creations.What follows is a series of stories that speak to the infinite ways

animals become blessings and inspire us. These stories show how people’s interactions with

animals result in rewards for both the giver and receivers of that love.Not a Sparrow FallsBY

CINDY HURNI feed wild baby birds: abandoned chicks, orphaned chicks, and sometimes they-

just-got-separated-from-their-mother chicks. My back aches after four hours feeding eighty

hungry birds. Why do I bother? Because I was hungry, orphaned, and separated-from-mother.

Why birds? Because they fly. Because, like God, they are ubiquitous — always there, no matter

where I go. They teach me. I can’t imagine life without birds.A young jay escapes his basket

cage to make his first clumsy flight indoors. As he swoops over my head, I reach up, fingers

outstretched, and catch him. Wild bird in my hand, his heart throbs against my palm; warm

talons grip my finger, eye of intelligence stares back at me, offended — caught — yet

determined to fly again.At the wildlife sanctuary, I take the first shift on a Saturday morning.

Without food all night, the chicks are hungry and they’re vulnerable. If they don’t get protein and

liquid every twenty to forty minutes, some will die. As I walk into the room, it explodes with

heart-piercing cries.I begin with the incubator chicks. Hours old, they have no feathers. Their

skin is waxy and translucent, giving them the look of lizards. I pick up the first infant. His bottom

is distended. I reach for the olive oil beside the incubator and place one small drop on my

middle finger. Ever so gently I lubricate the skin around his anus. Next, I take a clean

eyedropper and tap the side of the chick’s beak. Reflex opens his mouth. In relation to his body,

the open mouth is enormous. I squeeze the dropper: one, two, three, waiting between each

drop for the ugly little creature to swallow.
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Shige, “Believable stories told by actual people who got Miracles in modern age. Miracles look

happen evidentially now than ever.. Great book which should be read by everybody, especially

by terminal patients. Long time ago, I read Dr. Lawrence LeShan's book on Cancer therapy

"You can fight for your life" and I introduced this content to my students, showing importance of

choosing life of own. In this Dr. Siegel's book, I found same spirit working. And when I read his

another great book "Love, Medicine & Miracles", I found this Dr. LeShan's book was quoted in

great respect.This book "A book of miracles" is a collection of miracle encounters with Doctor's

comments added. "Love, Medicine & Miracles" is his own writing showing importance of having

Will to live and fight back on disease. Family and friends' encouragement, and meaning of

Prayer in addition to following treatment by doctors.Both books must be on read list for every

human being. I was surprised to learn that even terminal patients could be completely cured by

Will, Faith, Prayer and Beliefs.It looks like important to be humble and ask help without

prejudice when we are in trouble and then maybe some miracles might happen. It is

encouraging to read this book before it becomes too late. Great!”

Happyslapper, “An inspiring read. While this book seems a tad too similar to his other books, it

is indeed an inspiring read. For tough times with the health of a loved one, or if you are ill

yourself, this book demonstrates how hope, faith and visualization of wellness can move

mountains.The power to heal lives inside us all, and sometimes, as the book explains, it does

not come in a thundering roar, but through the little signs of faith that life presents us. It is for

all religious persuasions, even an atheist could benefit from the wisdom and experience of

Bernie Siegel. If you haven't read his other books, this one will be an eye-opener for the

reader. If you have read his previous books, some of the stories may seem similar, but that's

okay; it's still an inspiring read.”

margaret, “Lovely, Reassuring Tough Stuff. I love all Bernie Siegel's work, and I have

recommended (and given) his books to many, and quoted him even more. While this collection

is held together by his commentary at the end of each division, each group consists of stories

told by various people who are sharing their special experiences. There is a poignancy about

many, some are totally amazing, but all share that sense of wonder and mystery about life, and

all evoke a deeper understanding of love, even though many of the narratives are of life at its

most difficult and demanding.The stories are grouped into subjects, so each one reflects the

same or similar life-expereince. It is wonderful that so many ordinary people shared their

extraordinary lives, and we are all the better for it.  A really nice book to have.”



MissM, “Dr. Bernie - the ultimate human healer. Dr. Bernie heals my soul. He has such a

tremendous insight into the human spirit and I think God uses him to get a message of peace,

love and healing to us hard-headed humans. I love his work so much that I have purchased 7

or 8 copies of Love, Medicine and Miracles simply because I end up giving a copy to my

friends as they face illness or obstacles in life. He is simply one of a kind and has a heart of

gold.  God bless you Dr. Bernie!”

Jake23, “Lots of miracles. I purchased this book for my 82 year old father. He is reading it

rather quickly and this is because he is really enjoying it. The only thing he would like to see

different would be that people in the book not be talking so much about why the miracle

happened.  He felt it should have been left to the reader to decide.”

T. Powell, “Inspirational and comforting. Had to give this five star rating because all the stories,

each on a few pages was so inspiring! I actually borrowed the book from my local library, then

when I read it, I knew this book would be the perfect gift for a few people on my holiday list.

Now, I want to buy a copy for myself to pick up and read again and again.”

Nimbe, “A BOOK OF MIRACLES. This little book is filled with uplifting, true stories of healing,

and recovery. Well worth the read. Bernie Siegel is human Angel - I have read his books for

over 20 years.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “dissapointed. I did not find the book so far inspiring I am still reading it

will tell you what I think about the book when I have finished it it may take awhile”

Brenda, “Top notch.. I love Bernie's writing style. There is so much knowledge and wisdom

incorporated into his book. It is inspiring and I have read it time and again. A must buy.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. Great read with inspiring stories.”

Dinkar Gade, “Superb. Simply superb.”

The book by Barbara A. Wilson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 78 people have provided feedback.
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